Chapter 4

An Impossible Possibility
Tilda double-checRed more than twenty dates, each
time finding a corresponding entry in the professor's
journal. The entries themselves were incredibly detailed,
not only describing the people its owner had allegedly
met and a number of significant historic events, but
also containing a reference to a specific artefact and
its position in the room.
Finally, she turned to a new page and scanned the
text. "BacR wall... second shelf from the Left... fourth
from the floor."
Following his sister's instructions, Charlie scuttled
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Between those was every significant period in York’s
long and varied history.
“What do you think they are?” Charlie asked.
Every sensible gene in Tilda’s body resisted what she
was about to say next. “Maybe they’re keys to open
something like a time door.”
Charlie pointed to an empty pin beneath a label
reading Normans. “Why is one missing?”
Both children stared at the empty pin. Neither dared
to say what they were each thinking.
Tilda remembered seeing a skull and crossbones sign
scribbled beside the Normans’ door on Professor Howe’s
map. Something told her that was significant.
Suddenly feeling a mixture of enthusiasm and fear, she
reached out towards the tiny pouches, plucking off the
one labelled Romans. It felt unexpectedly light and
the fabric was more delicate that it looked. When she
bounced it on her palm, it jangled softly.
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tipped the contents out onto her palm.
Three thin, golden coins danced across her skin, plus a
small golden signet ring which sparkled in the dusty
light. Charlie reached out and plucked it from his sister’s
palm. Both children stared down with admiring eyes
at the beautifully-fashioned golden band. What really
caught their attention, though, was the face of a man
which had been cut into the precious stone on top of
the band, and cold eyes scowled up at Tilda with a
look that sent contempt reaching through history.
“They look old,” Charlie observed, “and valuable.”
Tilda nodded. “I think they’re genuine Roman coins. And
that ring looks like it could be worth a fortune. I wonder
how the Professor got his hands on all this stuff?”
“Check another bag,” her brother urged.
When she emptied the bag marked Vikings, more coins
rolled onto her palm. These were much plainer, and
seemed to be made from less precious metals.

Like every bag, this one was sealed shut by a tight
knot. After gently working the knot loose, Tilda

Checking the bags labelled Tudors and Stuarts
confirmed that each little pouch contained the same
contents: ancient money and little artefacts.
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a pair of his mother’s thick winter tights, but it was
the best they’d been able to find. One of his father’s old
linen shirts hung down to his knees, fastened around
his waist by a plain leather belt. Perched on a shoe
rack near the door, a pair of tatty brown gardening
sandals would complete the look.

Ignoring his sister’s reservations, Charlie slipped both
feet into a tatty pair of leather sandals and checked
the time on his wristwatch.

Tilda’s outfit was almost identical, although she had
swapped tights for knee-length socks and her long hair
was tied neatly in a braid. Despite never having had
much of an interest in fashion, she still knew she was
definitely not rocking the peasant look.
They’d already decided to explore the location marked
Roman Doorway. It hadn’t been a difficult decision.
According to the professor’s map, the time door was
just a few streets from their parents’ shop, right beside
the remains of an old Roman tower which was popular
with out-of-town visitors.
“We need to make sure we blend in,” Charlie reminded
his older sister. “This way, we can have a look around
without attracting any unwanted attention.”
“Cool your jets, Charlie Hacker,” she urged. “We don’t
even know if the doors work yet. There’s still a chance
Professor Howe could have made this all up.”
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“Hey, you can’t wear that,” Tilda pointed out,
unbuckling her own timepiece. “Wristwatches weren’t
invented until 1868.”
“Why, what year are we going back to?”
She fought hard not to laugh at her brother’s enthusiastic
naivety. He’d bought into the professor’s writing so
much that discovering it was all make-believe would
likely make him miserable for weeks.
Feeling a little sorry for him, Tilda decided to play
along. “If the dates on the coins are accurate, we’ll
probably find ourselves in the second or third century.”
“Wow!” Charlie almost danced out of his sandals.
“Can you believe we’re actually about to do this?”
“Come on,” Tilda rolled her gaze towards the ceiling
as she shoved her brother towards the antique shop’s
back door. “Let’s get this over with.”
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Eleven-year-old girls were supposed to be much
smarter than that.

Fuelled by a sudden idea, she lifted the map up into the
air, letting the afternoon’s sunlight bathe the paper.

“Wait,” Charlie barked. “What if we’re in the right
place, but we’re looking for the wrong thing?”

“That’s interesting.” Tilda wrinkled her forehead.
“I think another word was once written next to the
image of the door.”

“What do you mean?”
“What if the door isn’t a door at all? What if it’s
disguised as something else? Or even hidden?”
He paused, nibbling his lip as if he was reluctant to say
what was really on his mind. “Or what if it’s waiting
for us to do something first?”
Tilda couldn’t remember reading anything about
that in the professor’s journal. Yet as her newlyfound detective’s instinct kicked into overdrive, she
found herself wondering if the map itself held any
further clues.
The faded ink and bleached paper suggested that the
map itself had been used quite a lot. Some parts were
smudged. Others housed smears where raindrops had
made the ink run. Near the Roman door sketch, Tilda’s
focus landed on a patch of paper that looked like it
might be missing a word. Something had been erased.
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“A magic word?” Hope amplified Charlie’s words.
“Like ‘open sesame’? Or ‘abracadabra’?”
“Shhhh!”
Tilda shook her head as she strained to make out
the weak indentations now visible in the sunlight.
Initially, they’d resembled little more than a collection
of random lines and curves. Yet as she continued to
stare, her eyes began to recognise a pattern. First just
a single letter. Then another. Until…
“Forfeit!”
“What?”
Tilda jabbed the spot on the map. “The hidden word –
it says forfeit.”
“Four feet?” Charlie glanced down at his own feet, as
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if he was actually counting them.
“Dogs have got four feet. Maybe we need to find –”

makes us pay a forfeit. What if we have to pay to open
the door? Maybe that’s what the money is for!”

“Not four feet,” Tilda giggled. “Forfeit – you know, as
in give up, surrender, lose.”

Although common sense told her this was probably
just one big waste of time, Tilda pulled the professor’s
cloth pouch from a small purse strapped to her belt.

Charlie stopped looking for dogs
“Why would it tell us to give up?”

abduct.

She handed one of the coins to her brother and sighed.
“Be careful – it’s probably quite valuable.”

“Perhaps it’s a hidden message,” Tilda suggested.
She knew this wasn’t the news her brother wanted to
hear. “Maybe it’s telling us we’re wasting our time.”

Charlie stared at the coin, then at the tree, then back
at the coin. “What should I do with it?”

to

Charlie raised a hand to silence his sister. “It’s gotta
mean something else.”
“But that’s what a forfeit is, Charlie… to give
something up.”
Her brother refused to accept that. “What about when
we play board games with Dad?”
“You always cheat,” Tilda reminded him.
“No, no, not that!” Charlie paced back and forth in
front of the tree. “When we do something wrong, Dad
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In the video games Tilda sometimes played, there was
always an enchanted keyhole somewhere unexpected.
“Let’s check for a secret slot concealed in the bark, or
the roots?”
Five minutes of patting and probing drew a blank. The
tree was just a tree.
Tilda sat back onto the grass, propping herself up with
both elbows. Sunshine caressed her face.
“Maybe we should go home.”
“No chance!” her brother insisted.
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“There’s something here – I can feel it.”
“Well, all I can feel is my stomach rumbling,” Tilda
grumbled. “I missed lunch.”
“The map lied!” Charlie growled. “I can’t believe it.”
“At least we still have the professor’s hoard,” Tilda
tried to lift his spirits. “And if those coins and the ring
are genuine, Mum and Dad can sell them for hundreds
of pounds – maybe thousands.”
Charlie was too annoyed and disappointed to care.
His face flushed the colour of a sunset as anger brewed.
“Stupid tree! Stupid map! Stupid coins!”
Perhaps if Tilda hadn’t been enjoying the sun’s warmth
quite as much, she would have been quick enough to
stop Charlie. Yet by the time she realised what her
brother was about to do, it was already too late.
“No Charlie, don’t…”
The tiny Roman coin left her brother’s fingers like a
catapulted stone, fuelled by his frustration and anger.
It struck the bark, then ricocheted left towards the
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Roman wall. Both children watched it spin towards
the ancient stonework and then… it vanished!
“Did you see that?” Charlie gasped. “It passed
straight through.”
Tilda refused to believe her eyes. Surely, that hadn’t
just happened.
“Gimme another coin!” Charlie squealed.
This time, he launched the coin straight at the wall.
Just like the first, it passed right through solid stone.
“Quick, Tils,” Charlie thrust his hand forward.
“Another.”
“Wait, it’s the last one.”
“It’s all I need.”
Charlie snatched the last coin and the signet ring
from his sister’s hand and stepped towards the wall.
Suddenly feeling scared, Tilda reached to grab hold of
her brother’s shirt. But it was already too late.
Charlie had reached the wall and pushed the tiny
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silver coin towards the eroded stone. This time it
wasn’t just the coin that vanished. So did Charlie’s
hand, followed quickly by his arm and shoulder.
Tilda’s jaw dropped open as she watched the wall
swallow her brother whole!

Chapter 6

Rumbled by Romans
Charlie had expected his skull to crash against Roman
wall, yet now he found himself lying on his back
staring at a clear blue sky.
Stranger still, the park, which had been filled with
milling tourists and happy picnickers just moments
before, was now nowhere to be seen.
Instead, Charlie was alone behind the wall, beyond
which sat a large and impressive stone fortress, not
the ruin he had seen seconds earlier.
His throat felt dry and rougher than sandpaper as he
picked up the two coins he’d thrown moments earlier.
As he climbed to his feet, he tucked the coins and the ring
into his sock for safekeeping. Now stretching up onto his
tiptoes, he peered over the wall towards the fortress.
The stone building looked familiar, especially the
position of its angled walls. Yet everything else about
the stone fortress looked wrong. It seemed new!
And that wasn’t the only thing that seemed out of
place. The group of Roman soldiers gathered by the
door definitely shouldn’t have been there.
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was on the other side of this wall – and that’s where the
Roman soldiers were. He was hoping he still had time to
clamber over the wall and slip back through the portal
when a powerfully-thrown javelin landed beside him.

sandals kicked and stamped, sending Charlie rolling
across the ground.

One half of his brain screamed at him to run.
The other half urged him to stay still, telling him that
none of this was real, and that he was perfectly safe.
Unfortunately, Charlie believed the wrong half.

Any minute now, a pair of unfriendly hands would
seize him by the hair or by the throat. He closed his eyes
and screamed, desperately trying to avoid the blows by
rolling over and over until he reached the wall.

“I’ve gorrim!” growled a voice as shovel-sized hands
snatched Charlie’s shirt.
Finally feeling in control of his limbs, Charlie spun
away, twisting for all he was worth as the collar of
his father’s cheap shirt slipped from the man’s grasp.
Another soldier lunged towards him, fingers
outstretched, tearing a huge hole through his mother’s
winter tights. More hands grabbed hold of Charlie’s
arms, lifting him into the air. He could smell the
soldiers’ stale sweat and hear their angry grunts as
he was dragged over the stone wall like some kind of
hunting trophy.
His brief journey ended painfully as he was slammed
onto the ground. Large feet wearing even larger
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